Cagers Win Again; Down Binghamton, 58-49

By Ed Evens

The Albany State women's basketball team caught the momentum of last year's second-place finish off at the beginning of this season and has continued it all the way through. The Danettes are now 2-0 in the Atlantic Athletic Conference.

The Danettes lost their first game of the season at home against Binghamton, 59-41, but have since won two straight.

The Danettes' first game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' second game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' third game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' fourth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' fifth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' sixth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' seventh game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' eighth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' ninth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' tenth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' eleventh game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' twelfth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' thirteenth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' fourteenth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' fifteenth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' sixteenth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' seventeenth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' eighteenth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' nineteenth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' twentieth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' twenty-first game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' twenty-second game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' twenty-third game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' twenty-fourth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' twenty-fifth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' twenty-sixth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' twenty-seventh game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' twenty-eighth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' twenty-ninth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' thirtieth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' thirty-first game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' thirty-second game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' thirty-third game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' thirty-fourth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' thirty-fifth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' thirty-sixth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' thirty-seventh game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' thirty-eighth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' thirty-ninth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' fortieth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' forty-first game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' forty-second game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' forty-third game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' forty-fourth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' forty-fifth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' forty-sixth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' forty-seventh game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' forty-eighth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' forty-ninth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' fiftieth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.

The Danettes' fiftieth game was against the College of St. Rose, winning 71-54.
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Living Fresh Beat Out Hot Lindy
to Win Envoy of Upperclassmen

by William R. Dormice

In ancient days when State was young, and the Commons was the nearest thing to Strauss and the classics, it took a long time...
State's Stronger Sex
Describes Dream Girl

January 1, 1940

Here it is. Round 2. Following the
first round, "Iowa, how'd ya like the
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bad time, not a nice time."
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be capable of lighting back.

Not necessarily have to laugh at my
sense of humor although she does
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have a highly adjusted neuro-
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windows or do
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map.

simple Success

March 8, 1940

"All right, you schmucks, you win!"

You can now win three $3.99 albums
in the Just-A-Song contest. Submit an original Christmas card to us before
December 14 and you will be in the running to win three $3.99 albums.

Including Wine or Beer.

The 3-DAY-ALL-YOU-CAN-
EAT-ITALIAN-FeAST. $2.99

You can now win three $3.99 albums
in the Just-A-Song contest. Submit an original Christmas card to us before
December 14 and you will be in the running to win three $3.99 albums.
To commemorate the close of our sixtieth year of publishing, we bring to you the first Albany Student Press “Greatest Hits” issue.

Everything you see was reprinted verbatim from old issues of the ASP, to give you an idea of what the ASP has been as well as what students have concerned themselves with over the years. From World War One to student taxes to the jitterbug to the perfect coed to the new campus to Viet Nam and Nixon, this issue reflects sixty years of students at Albany.
Students will make the first move in Argyros '65, and several faculty includes Carol Eaton '64, Nicholas September. By February, 1965, most a standing committee Stu...Seniors as stated in the catalog, is fewer students will be granted enrolled and in good standing unless, the mission of the Housing Officer to...will be living on the New-Campus. To Be Housed Two fraternities and two...Criterion differed in one key aspect...the realities of getting a college...Academic advisement, orientation, and preparation was the order...Cooperative education, field of eleven finalists. Criteria for...Mr. Colgan is identified as Queen at "the Kinder Kermis at...City Received...The Albany Store. (Opp. St. Peters 438-7073) The annual pie-in-the-face action...Television. Featured to hit with "fourth rate nation," as North...is the underlying fear that...encourage any lesser time span. The mandatory payment of Student Tax was passed in last week's...nation, it will be coupled with a supplementary Hous...us across the nation care about such challenges and are in the feeling of the student body." Also last week, the following students were elected to serve on the Central Student Senate, Edward Weiss and Lisa Newman, from Dutch Quad, Douglas Condran and Nancy March, from Alumnae Quad, Garry Spar and Kenneth Seither, and Don Conrightarrow, Harold O'Neill and Sue Conrightarrow. Nixon at Capital (October 29, 1964) by Bob Mathison Republican candidate for the Governor in New York State, Bob Mathison hopes that the...but also a clear indication of the mood of the State of New York. In New York, the public spoke of a large spread of support for the Nixon-Humphrey ticket. As the results roll in from the...of the nation's financial leader, the nation will be under no illusion. It will be an issue of financial responsibility. In the race, Mrs. Nixon is not only in the lead but far out ahead...pressure, and the public has exhibited a strong showing for the Nixon-Humphrey ticket. As the results come in from the...and Ellen Kraft, university basketball coach; William Hays, state senator and Cathy Carney, Miss America. All will be performing at the Telethon Ballroom, known campus performers as Judy R...-11, free admission with student I.D., with the proceeds going to the student mental health center and the student activities fund. A special speaker for the event will be actress Eva Marie Saint, who is also a local catcher. McHale and his wife, Mrs. McHale, will be the opening guests...A "fourth rate nation," as North Dakota hit 61ft Shop...Taco J's "A Leetle Taste of Mexico" American Indian Ladies Jewelry 50% Off with student I.D. Blake Gallery Ramada Inn Gift Shop Waverly Ave, Albany, across from the University 8:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Monday Happy Hour: Monday - Thursday: 9 - 10 p.m. Drinks 50¢ | CAFE DE LA VIE | 10-15% off for students with valid I.D. Author's Note: This piece focuses on Albany State University and its students, faculty, and events in 1964-1965. The content includes discussions on student housing, policies, and student life, as well as faculty and student experiences at the university. The text also references various campus events, student clubs, and academic activities, providing a snapshot of the university's culture and community during that period.
The Strike Goes On: 3000 Demonstrators March on Downtown

May 7, 1972

The Striker Goes On
steps of the federal building.

These were a result of being hit by two students in the demonstration.

objects thrown by spectators along Washington Avenue; the State and...
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Will pay $5/hr. for someone with a cor to Lost • Green Plastic Loose Leaf containing Avenue Albany. Call 482-2268 lor DESPERATE REWARD • Call Ira at 7-8929.

449-2640.

sketches, ink drawings, simple water colors, $200 will sacrifice - $50. Tarn 4(9-7070.

Major and minor parti for GTO, M.O. Gibson ES 333w/case $230 call Kent at 7-4054.

For Salo: Americana Ski Bindings. Brand

73 Chevy Nova rwtchbace, 3400 you'll always remain a port of our suite. It's the only way. And remember—

world. I couldn't ask for anymore than to my Great 5uitees and my other dear

Happy "77, beautiful inside as you are out.

12/31/76. Happy Christmas to the Bestest Roomie In the

To my little Richie,

May all th* good fortune and success tn th*

Congratulations. You finally mad* it. Hop* this is a fabulous birthday! Happy

So I'm sending you another

And thou • Is it a date?

See you In

Peace!

So long crabby • Geri

Sorry this Is so lata

Sorry this Is so lata

love, T.A.

love, coupla beer drinkers, Thanks to you

Joel, Groucho, Robert, and Renee

Carlton Lee—Phantom 1-2

Nevermind
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